College of Design Waiver Request and Conditions Form

Complete this form if extenuating circumstances prevent the completion of all Core Design Program requirements prior to the submission of enrollment-management materials. "Extenuating circumstances" include unexpected situations beyond your control that prevent your ability to complete some small portion of the required non-DSN S Core coursework. Failing a course is not considered an extenuating circumstance. (Waivers are not granted in cases where a student is unable to complete or fails DSN S 102, 110, 111, 115, 131 or 183.) Each program to which you plan to apply will need to consider the waiver requests.

This form must be completed before submitting an application to the professional programs. If a program grants a waiver and you are offered a place in that program, your enrollment in the program is contingent upon the completion of conditions described on this form.

Student Name  UID  Email

Check all programs for which you are requesting the waiver:

☐ Architecture  ☐ Graphic Design  ☐ Interior Design  ☐ Industrial Design  ☐ Integrated Studio Arts  ☐ Landscape Architecture

Student statement. Please state the reason for the waiver.

Adviser statement:

Adviser’s signature
Program chair’s signature required for each program to which you plan to apply.

Architecture

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Architecture, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

__________________________________________________________________________

Architecture chair’s signature

Graphic Design

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Graphic Design, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

__________________________________________________________________________

Graphic Design chair’s signature

Industrial Design

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Industrial Design, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

__________________________________________________________________________

Industrial Design chair’s signature
Integrated Studio Arts

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Integrated Studio Arts, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

Integrated Studio Arts chair’s signature

Interior Design

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Interior Design, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

Interior Design chair’s signature

Landscape Architecture

☐ Request denied

☐ Request approved with the following conditions:

If offered admission into Landscape Architecture, the following conditions must be met in order to enroll in the program.

Landscape Architecture chair’s signature